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How Good Is Your Vent?

News, "High and Dry," a fuel flow test is highly .... side. Yeah, right! On Tailwind #2 if I had run an emer- ... the peg almost immediately, and fol- lows the ship's ... 
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By Ralph Korngold EAA 2208 385 Wilton Ave. Palo Alto, CA 94306



"Looks awful... works good."



"Looks good . . . works awful!"



Everybody knows that if you punch one hole in a condensed milk can to let the contents out, you have to punch another hole on the opposite side to let the air in. Seems to work very well in the confines of your kitchen, but if you were to hold it in a wind tunnel you might very well discover a position or attitude where the milk wouldn't run out, even though the vent hole was free from visible obstruction. NASA would glue little lengths of yarn all over it, or drill it full of holes and connect each hole to a manometer board, or fill the tunnel full of smoke, so that they could see what was occurring. When locating the vent for our fuel systems, we homebuilders normally apply the WAG. Or we walk the rows of parked aircraft at a fly-in, and observe how it has been done by those before us. Then why is malfunction of the fuel system thought to be responsible for the vast majority of engine failures? Could we be concentrating on the "hole where the gas comes out" and ignoring the "hole where the air comes in"? Reference: SPORT AVIATION, Nov. 1992, page 92, Canadian Council News, "High and Dry," a fuel flow test is highly recommended before first flight. Good idea, as far as it goes, but it seems quite similar to pouring the milk from the can in the kitchen rather than in the wind tunnel. Fuel flow tested in the hangar with a stop watch deals only with fuel out, not air in, and tells us nothing whatsoever about actual flight conditions. When I built my first Tailwind, I couldn't stand the idea of a big, ugly gas cap with a copper tube sticking out of it, fouling up the airflow on the efficent windshield, so I recessed the filler neck and provided a flush plate over the gas cap (Thermos bottle stopper) secured with a Hartman latch. I drilled a 3/32 hole in the gas cap, believing enough air could get in around the loose-fitting latch to fulfill the requirements. Looked beautiful. Could have been fatal. I was smart enough to know that that piece of copper tubing shown on the plans bent up into the airstream was for the purpose of pressurizing the tank. But maybe I didn't need it? Just because something has traditionally been done a certain way is no reason it can't be improved on. But what if it were essential? Better cover our backside. So, I installed a bulkhead fitting in the top of the tank and from it ran a 1/4" line into the cabin where I could reach it in flight, sealed off with an appropriate cap. When it was time SPORT AVIATION 25



Filler neck cover removed. The scoop forward is radio cooling air.



for the test flight, the cap was removed from the end of the tube, venting the tank to the cabin. Among the items to be explored on the test flight was fuel flow in all attitudes and velocities with the cap on. Should a malfunction occur I had but to quickly remove the cap, and even blow in the tube if necessary. I was delighted to find that the new flush cap arrangement worked perfectly. However, I had unwittingly provided another source for disaster. Rain water or dew running down the windshield could now enter around the Hartman latch, fill up the scupper and then enter the tank through the hole in the Thermos cap. Fortunately, I discovered water in the gascolator, and peering into the tank with a flashlight I could see big puddles of water coursing across the flat bottom of the tank when a wing was raised. This was sucked out with an engine cleaning spray gun, and from then on if the aircraft were tied down outside, the entire filler assembly was sealed with a piece of 600 mph tape. That was not a good idea. The tape was removed without fail on the preflight inspection. You never take off without a walk-around, right? And



(it always operated at the "max") was running perfectly when we landed and nobody else had been anywhere near him. All aboard - let's go! Climbing to 200 feet, I spotted the other field right on the edge of the swamp. We lined up with the active and just as I was about to throttle back, the C-90 quit cold. Luckily for us, the Tailwind travels a "fur piece" before it slows down to landing speed. I'll be eternally grateful! First thing I did when we got home to San Jose was install a scupper drain. Evidently one does not necessarily get smarter with age. The next Tailwind I built I decided to make further "improvements" - by removing the fuel filler from the windshield completely, and installing it in the side window segment, for improved visibility and easier access for refueling. Details remained the same. If it



Flush cover and Thermos bottle cap.



nobody ever lands with the gear up! Coming home from Oshkosh, we had landed at a little town in upper



Michigan just as a storm approached. We hastily tied down securely, sealed the fuel tank, and went into the office to inquire about lodging for the night. Wouldn't you know, we'd landed at the wrong airport. "The other one, just the other side of the swamp, has a motel right on the field." The thunderstorm was practically upon us as we threw off the tiedowns and chucked our bags in the back. Preflight? What for? My Tailwind Max 26 FEBRUARY 1993



Vent hole in cap now plugged with AN3.



worked in front, it should work in the side. Yeah, right! On Tailwind #2 if I had run an emergency vent line into the cabin as I did before, I could have avoided literally years of frustration with an engine that ran perfectly at full throttle on takeoff, but ran rough in cruise at part throttle. I disassembled and inspected the carburetor a couple of times, l e x changed all my new plugs for a set super-inspected by a shop up in Washington who reported the ones I sent in did not even meet their standards for reconditioning. Aha! That's it! ... but it wasn't. The trouble continued unabated. At Oshkosh in '87 Steve Wittman suggested the mag coils could be breaking down at altitude, which had happened to him. I got a new coil from my friends at Aircraft Spruce & Specialty, and put it in for the trip home, but there was no improvement. I installed all new wiring harness and had the mags overhauled by Savage, and run for hours on the test bench, effectively eliminating ignition as a possibility. I gleaned some good suggestions from the Ellison Throttle body manual, and fabricated an improved carb air box. That didn't help, so I built still another. I installed a blast tube to the gascolator, insulated the fuel lines, ran a 2" duct to cool the outside of the carburetor. Nothin'! I caught an article in SPORT AVIATION by Dr. Lyle Powell in which he suggested most homebuilts with gravity systems have inadequate fuel "head" (or pressure). Since we were having trouble even with a full tank, this didn't seem likely, but to be on the safe side we installed a Facet fuel pump in series. Pump "on," pump "off," it made no difference. Let's take another look at that vent! Could it be that a low pressure area exists just aft of the corner of the windshield. One would think the symptoms would be worse at max fuel requirement when pulling full power at sea level. I just happened to have a surplus airspeed indicator. It says on the back, "Do not blow in tubes," so it must be pretty sensitive. If we could hook this up to the plenum above the fuel in the tank, we should be able to measure the atmospheric pressure. Fortunately, we have a sight gauge fuel quantity indicator, a clear plastic tube running between a bulkhead fitting in the top and one in the bottom. We disconnected the top of the gauge and connected the airspeed indicator with enough flexible rubber tubing to reach the instrument when held in our lap or in the seat adjacent. The airspeed is basically a differential pressure gauge. If we ex-



Fuel quantity gauge extreme left of panel and running down the tank. Accurate on



the ground, unreliable in the air.



"Fuel tank vent... works perfect."



pect the gauge to indicate a low pressure (below atmospheric) we connect to the static port. O.K., let's fly it! On climb out we're indicating 80, 90, 100, 110, with no indication on the test gauge. We level off at 3000' and let the airspeed build up. At 120 the needle twitches, 130,140,150 - whoa! Look at that sucker climb. That's suction, man! No wonder the fuel can't get out. Back to the field, fabricate a scooptype vent, secure it to the belly, and run it to a fitting in the filler neck below the cap. Let's not forget to plug the holes in the Thermos bottle cap or the suction could overcome the pressure from another source. Ready to go again? Fuel gauge shows a quarter tank. On this test run we can logically expect positive pressure so we connect to the "pitot" port. And we are not disappointed. The needle comes off the peg almost immediately, and follows the ship's airspeed meter within a few miles per hour. By George, I think we've got it. Our elation is short lived, however, as the pressure in the tank now causes raw fuel to spew from the upper end of the disconnected sight gauge, leading to some



feverish activity on the flight deck, as we disconnect our test instrument and re-install the fuel sight gauge on the upper bulkhead fitting. WHOOEE! Don't nobody key the mike. Finally, our troubles are over. Well, not quite. The next time we crawl under the plane to wipe off the belly, we discover two things: 1) the sloshing of the fuel in rough air has caused fuel to go overboard out the vent and, 2) Stits Polytone is not impervious to auto fuel. Yeah, I know ... I should have used Agthane. We can't allow this to continue, so we relocate the vent scoop to the landing gear fairing, and go through the whole drill again. Only this time we take the trouble to cap off the fuel sight gauge. What else can go wrong? Well, I suppose a mud dauber could build a nest in the 1/4" vent scoop, so far inside it might not be visible. So, periodically I push a plastic tube over the opening and pressurize the tank with a lungful of air. Then I hold the tube against my cheek and check for return flow. I feel at last we have a reliable system, and have finally won the battle of the vent! * SPORT AVIATION 27
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I was smart enough to know that that piece of copper tubing shown on the plans bent .... the safe side we installed a Facet fuel pump in series. Pump "on," pump.
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How strong is your glue? 
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How strong is your glue? - MetoS Expo 
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How deep is your love ... And the moment that you wander far from me. Fm. Bbsus4. I wanna hold ... Keep me warm in your love, then you softly leave. Gm. Ab7M.
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How to Be a Good Boyfriend 

Go to a new restaurant, try a new nightclub or go to a new part of town. Even if you ... Give her dog a bath or change that light bulb that's been out for weeks. 13.
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What is your name? My name is â€¦ How old are you ? I am fourteen 
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How Hot Is Too Hot? 
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How Hot Is Too Hot? 

yet light in weight and capable of transferring heat away from the combustion .... Insulated hoses can help control heat transfer near exhaust system components.
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Shiny is good for you - Data Visualisation 
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Your love is in me 

When darkness descends. You lend me a hand. And you show me the way. All the little things. That I do for love will bring. Peace to the world.
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Your wing is here - Ozone 

Helm auf und geschlossen. 2. Alle SchlÃ¶sser am Gurtzeug zu - checke nochmals die Bein-. 3. schlaufen. Karabiner und SchÃ¤kel geschlossen. 4. Leinen sortiert.
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HOW TO repair your loop antenna 

yourself the breakdown of your antenna. To diagnose a breakdown of a mat with WinDAG and BBV3 or BBV4, you just have to use the an- tenna monitoring ...Missing:
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How To Change Your Sex - Lannie Rose 

How can you apply a ..... types of transgender people, and to try out your new gender ...... best to live up to the expectations of their parents, of society, ..... Death. I hate to say it, but the suicide rate in the trans community is quite high. I
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How To Write your mp - Salvationist.ca 

circular file cabinet â€“ a.k.a the garbage. If you disagree with something the gov't has done, don't just criticize but offer solutions and alternatives. Also, keep ...
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How to Impress Your Date .fr 

Tell her she looks lovely, smells good, is intelligent, have a beautiful house - ... coffee shop; it affords you both a chance to talk and get to know each other a little ...
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How To Write your mp - Salvationist.ca 

membership in a concerned group. - questions that provoke a direct response. - request for commitment to action. - request for MP to respond to your letter.
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How to Tell Your Mates - Audrey Dussutour 

Aug 1, 2009 - Groups comprising a large number of individuals cannot rely on all individuals having perfect information ... Direct Recruitment: Tandem and Group Recruitment . ...... vs. spatially and temporally variable resources. Insect Soc ...
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